The famous “Angry little boy” in Vigeland Park, just outside EPD-Norge premises in Oslo.

Draft ECO Platform BM & Event in Oslo, 26-27th September 2017
Preliminary Agenda – Day 1 (26th)

• 12:00 – 17:00  ECO Platform BM
• 17:00 – 18:30  Tour to the famous Vigeland Park
• 20:00 →    Dinner in Oslo
Preliminary Agenda – Day 2 (27th)

• 09:00 – 12:00  ECO Platform Event
• 12:00 – 13:00  Lunch and mingling
Preliminary Agenda – Day 2 (27th)

Theme:
EPDs; a competitive advantage in the international market

“If you don’t have a competitive advantage, don’t compete.”
JACK WELCH
legendary CEO
Preliminary Agenda – Day 2 (27th)

• 09:00 – 12:00 ECO Platform Event

*Key message: EPDs; a competitive advantage in the international market*

**Target Group:**

EPD-Owners, ECO Platform EPD owners, EPD-developers, EPD users, public and private procurement, key construction companies and relevant associations. Should get approx. 40 participants in addition to ECO Platform delegates. All with international ambitions.

**Format:**

Relevant presentations, incl. each EPD Program Operator gives a 5 min presentation about market conditions and opportunities in their countries.
Part of the time for open session dedicated for “mingling” and one 2 one discussions and meetings.
ECO Platform BM and event will take place at: https://www.nho.no/en/
I can recommend this hotel: Hotel Gyldenløve
Close to the meeting place and close to Oslo downtown.
Good value for the money.

Practical Information

General information about Oslo:

From the airport to Oslo, take the Airport train to either Oslo Central Station or Nasjonaltheater Station (depending your hotel location). The train takes 18 minutes, leaves every 10th minutes and costs approx. 20 Eur.

Hotels; you find a large number of hotels in all different types and prices. The BM meeting takes place in Majorstua and you will also find good hotels in walking distance from the meeting place.